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Note: HA stack is quite broad, and don't surprise quit some terms/concepts involved.
What is Cluster?

• HPC (super computing)
  - High performance computing.

• Load Balancer
  - Very high capacity.

• High Availability
  - 99.999% +
  - MTTR(mean time to repair)
  - SPOF(single point of failure)
Challenge in High Availability

Murphy's Law is Universal

• "Everything that can go wrong will go wrong"
  - Service outage and loss of data integrity

• Hardware crash, flood, fire, power outage, earthquake?
  - You might afford a five second blip, but can you afford a longer outage?
  - How much does downtime cost?
  - Can you afford low availability systems?
"HA" term is widely used

- Often confusing, example, “SUSE HA Clustering” vs. “VMWare HA”
- VMWare vSphere HA (a close-source company)
  - Focusing on hypervisor level and host hardware level.
  - It makes sure VM restarted somewhere else.
  - It is agnostic on Guest OS inside VM.
- SUSE HA (all open-source)
  - It is a OS level solution to protect critical resources running on VM.
  - It provides *high availability within Linux OS*.
  - That said, for Windows Guest, you need Windows HA solution.
- More than that, more specific
  - HADOOP HA
  - OpenStack HA
History of HA in Linux OS

- 1990s, simple solution from Heartbeat project. Only two nodes.
- Early 2000s, Heartbeat 2.0.
  - Heartbeat became too complex. Monitor the resources themselves
  - Industry demands to split to two projects and evolves.
    1) one for cluster membership: RH cman, Corosync (was OpenAIS)
    2) one for resource management: Pacemaker
- Today, ClusterLabs, a completely different solution in early days, merged more components of Heartbeat project.
HA Hardware Components

• Multiple networks
  1. A user network for external user access. Can be high volume.
  2. A dedicated network for cluster communication: 
     messaging & membership, STONITH.
  3. A dedicated storage network infrastructure.

• Switch for network bonding (aka. Link aggregation)
• Fencing/STONITH devices (remote “powerswitch”)
• Shared storage: NAS(nfs/cifs), SAN(fc/iscsi)
Typical HA Problem - Split Brain

• Split partitions run the same service, what?
  - It just breaks data integrity !!!

• Two key concepts as the solution:
  - Quorum
    It means "majority". If the cluster doesn’t have quorum, no actions will be taken in the cluster. That said, fencing and resource management are disabled without quorum.
  - STONITH
    It stands for "shoot the other node in the head", aka, fencing.
    Cluster doesn't accept any confusing state.
Architectural Software Components
Architectural Software Components

- **Corosync:**
  - messaging and membership service.

- **Pacemaker:**
  - cluster resource manager

- **Resource Agents (RAs):**
  - manage and monitor availability of services

- **Fencing Devices:**
  - STONITH to ensure data integrity

- **User Interface:**
  - crmsh CLI tools and Hawk web UI

- **Booth:**
  - RAFT consensus algorithm for GEO Cluster.
More

Quite some?! There are more, outside of "clusterlabs.org"

• LVS:
  - Kernel space, Layer 4, ip + port.

• HAproxy:
  - user space, Layer 7, HTTP based.

• Shared filesystem:
  - OCFS2 / GFS2

• Block device replication:
  - DRBD, cLVM mirroring, Cluster md raid1

• Shared storage:
  - SAN (FC / FCoE / iSCSI)

• Multipathing:
  - dm-mpio + multipath-tools
Components in details
Corosync: messaging and membership

• A consensus algorithm
  - "Totem Single Ring Ordering and Membership protocol"

• A closed process group communication model
  - You can do analogy with TCP/IP 3-way hand shaking.
    - Message ordering.
    - Membership handling.

• A in memory object database for Configuration engines and Service engines. Shared-nothing cluster.

• A quorum system that notifies applications when quorum is achieved or lost.
Pacemaker: the resources manager

• The brain of the cluster.
• Policy engine for decision making.
  - To start/stop resources on a node according to the score.
  - To monitor resources according to interval.
  - To restart resources if monitor fails.
  - To fence/STONITH a node if stop operation fails.
Resources Agents, STONITH

- Resources Agents (RAs)
  - LSB shell scripts: start / stop / monitor
  - Write RA for your applications
    More than hundred contributors in upstream github.

- STONITH (aka. Fencing)
  - It stands for "shoot the other node in the head"
  - Data integrity does not tolerate any confusing state.
  - Before migrating resources to another node in the cluster,
    the cluster must confirm the suspicious node really is down.
    NOTE: "Have a lot of Fun" at http://ourobengr.com/ha/
  - Popular devices:
    - APC PDU (networked powerswitch)
    - Intel vPro AMT, HP iLO, Dell DRAC, IBM IMM, IPMI Alliance
    - Software library to deal with KVM, Xen and VMware Vms.
    - Software based: SBD (STONITH Block Device) to do self termination.
  - Fencing devices can be chained.
    NOTE: sbd is a software approach as last implicit option in the fencing topology.
  - STONITH is mandatory and not optional for *enterprise* Linux HA clusters.
Cluster Filesystem on shared disk

- OCFS2 / GFS2
  - Filesystem on top of the shared storage.
    Note: there are many others non-open source implementation.
  - Multiple nodes concurrently access the same filesystem.

http://clusterlabs.org/doc/fr/Pacemaker/1.1/html/Clusters_from_Scratch/_pacemaker_architecture.html
Cluster Block Device

• DRBD
  - network based raid1
  - high performance data replication over network

• CLVM2
  - It enables the cluster to leverage the brilliant flexibility of lvm.
  - Multiple nodes can create and reallocate volumes on the shared disk.
  - clvmd distributes LVM metadata updates in the cluster.
  - Data replication speed is way too slow.

• Cluster md raid1
  - multiple nodes to use the shared disk as md-raid1 device.
  - High performance raid1 solution in cluster environment.
Cluster Examples

quite some terms, confusing?
No?!
Now, let's illustrate some examples.
NFS Server (High Available NAS)
Cluster Example in Diagram

VM1
- Virtual IP
- NFS exports
- Filesystem(ext4)
- LVM
- DRBD Master

VM2
- Virtual IP
- NFS exports
- Filesystem(ext4)
- LVM
- DRBD Slave

network raid1
Failover

Pacemaker + Corosync

Kernel
Cluster FS - OCFS2 on shared disk

Cluster Example in Diagram
Future outlook

• Upstream activities
  - docker: in early adoption
  - openstack: adopted in control plane. WIP in compute domain.
  - scalability of corosync/pacemaker
  - ...

• Where you can contribute
  - openSUSE Leap ( Tumbleweed )
  - RHEL/CentOS ( Fedora )
  - many other related upstreams
  - Use it, test it, ask questions in related mailinglist.
  - Submit patches for the upstream.
Reference

All *open-source* in the whole stack. Go, googling, ...

- SUSE HA Doc: https://www.suse.com/documentation/sle-ha-12/
- HA clusterlabs portal: http://clusterlabs.org/
- iSCSI LIO: http://linux-iscsi.org
- OCFS2 wiki: https://ocfs2.wiki.kernel.org/
- LVM2 DM: https://www.sourceforge.org/lvm2/
- DRBD portal: http://drbd.linbit.com/
- md raid1 doc: https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/md-cluster.txt
- General HA Users: users@clusterlabs.org
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